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Definit ions and key words
Deﬁni&ons
Deejay A Disc  Jockey  is  a  person who plays music  during  club nights using  real  records  or  CD‐
players and a mixer.
Partybreak Is a music style which reﬂects uptempo songs and good feeling.














Directoral Manager Handles  nego?a?ons, sponsor deals, record deals  and all  major decisions  that 
concern an ar?st.
Tour Manager Together with directoral  manager  they plan the tour and tour manager  then takes 
care  of  the  ar?st during  the tour. Makes sure sound check  is  properly  made, backstage has the 
needed refreshments and takes care that transporta?on is organized.
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Warner A major Record label. 
A&R execu&ve Ar?st and Repertoire is  a  division of a  record  label  that  is  responsible  for  talent 
scou?ng. A&R person also acts as a liaison between the ar?st and the record label.
Hermanni Kovalainen An established deejay and music producer in Finland.
















A  Publishing  company A compnany  like  Warner/Chappel  takes  care of music  publishing, ﬁnding 
new producers and writers, collec?ng their royal?es and adver?sing ar?sts’ music
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Chapter 1. Company Profi le
Fridays management
Fridays  was  formed 2009 as  an idea to manage friends’ talents  and promote their business, which 
would  also generate money  to  Fridays  through  a  certain  percentage.  The  more  performances 
Fridays  was  able to book the more money each party would get. The ﬁrst  talent signed was  pho‐
tographer  Jari  Tolvanen which was  followed by  deejays  Mista  S,  RNO,  Pussy?ve, Spektri  and the 
HeavyWeight group. The signing of Milos Rosas followed in the early fall  also giving a  diﬀerent ﬂa‐
vor  to the business  since  he was  the ﬁrst  live  act.  Deejay  Spektri  ,  a  cinematographer  Joonas 
Ken`ämies  and a  rock band 24Sanc?ons  s?ll  have  an open management deal  with Fridays  mean‐
ing the deal is not oﬃcial but Fridays is closely working with them.
Fridays  is  opera?ng from the  founder’s  home oﬃce  since there is  yet no use  of ren?ng an oﬃce 
space from the center of Helsinki. It is  the  cheapest op?on and the most reasonable one because 
the work requires lots of traveling around the Helsinki metropolitan area.
At the moment  Fridays  is  run by one oﬃcial  representa?ve who is  taking care  of everything and 




Its  main focus is  fashion, model  and image  photography.  Studio Elite’s values  are  safety,  quality, 
customer’s  wants, innova?ve thinking and lifestyle.1 Tolvanen takes proﬁle, party, and event pho‐
tos for Fridays  and in  most cases is  the main photographer in the  most exclusive par?es  in Helsinki. 
He is a true professional, very outgoing person and handles people and models really well. 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M A N A G E M E N T
Joonas KenIämies
Joonas  has  been ﬁlming for Red Bull  and “Frontside 3” which is  a snowboarding series in the TV 
‐channel called MTV3.2 He has  edited mul?ple compila?ons  for Red Bull  and episodes for one of 




ryone else except Boris  Jetski  is  signed under Fridays.4 Their music style is  strictly  party  break. DJ 
Leo Lotsaless  produces  remixes and one of them has  even peaked in Hype Machine’s  top 3 ho`est 
songs.5 DJ Kid Lo is one of the rare female deejays  in Helsinki  and is  living up to the  HeavyWeight 
image; She  explains what HeavyWeight is  all  about “Crea?ng a  party where people  go nuts, have a 
great ?me and party hard.”
DJ Mista S
Basso Radio6 awarded Mista  S as a genre‐ boundaries  braking deejay talent in 2008 as  the best DJ 
of the year and again in year 2009 by City – magazine.7 Today Mista  S spins  during prime‐?me in 
the topnotch clubs  of Helsinki  like The Tiger. He brought together diﬀerent genres and mixed them 
during the  performances  with a  party break twist which ended up being todays trend and many 
deejays have followed. 
DJ RNO 
DJ RNO is  one of the best known rap deejays and plays  as  a  concert deejay for a  famous  Rap/RnB 
ar?st Redrama. DJ RNO  is  known for his  dedica?on to rap music and has  been asked to warmup 
ar?sts like Sean Kingston, Xzibit and Ice Cube.8
9








M A N A G E M E N T
DJ Pussy&ve
Pussy?ve started as a  pupil of DJ Mista  S and at ﬁrst played records  when Mista  S was having a 
cigare`e  break.  Soon Pussy?ve played his  own sets  and when eagerness  rose he  even replaced 
Mista S in few acts. Pussy?ve developed his  skill  of spinning records  quickly and nowadays he  has 
few of his  own club nights. He plays  more or less  similar  style as  Mista  S but is  considered as  the 
next genera?on deejay.
Milos Rosas
Milos  Rosas has  made music since he was  ﬁve years old and collaborated with world‐class ar?sts 
already at young age. Out of all  Fridays’ ar?sts  Milos  has  the biggest poten?al  in the  interna?onal 
market since his music style is  versa?le and a`racts  a broad audience. The  pop and RnB music Mi‐
los produces has not yet been seen in Finland and is the only live act Fridays has. 
DJ Spektri
Spektri has been involved in the  Finnish clubbing scene for nearly a decade. Spektri  prefers  to mix 
diﬀerent music genres ranging from house  to mashups  and remixes. He always  has the most leg‐
endary classics  and the newest tracks. DJ Spektri  has toured with Club Deluxe  (2009) and played in 
the biggest fes?val in Finland during 2005‐2006.    Spektri  took major  steps  when he played at 50 
Cent’s concert  and at  the oﬃcial  axer  par?es  of Young Buck and Dennis  Rodman as well  as 50 
cent’s.9
24 Sanc&ons
24Sanc?ons is  a  fresh rock band which was  formed  in 2009.  Five  young  guys  formed  the  band 
when no?cing they all  shared similar values  and eagerness to making music. They only have  a  few 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M A N A G E M E N T
Chapter 2. Artist Management
Ar&st Management Characteriza&on
A Manager  is  usually  a  close friend or a  person who knows the band members, knows its  music 
and is  usually  chosen or suggested through personal  contacts. A manager  is  the ar?st’s alter‐ego 
who people and fans  never see. He is  a  planner, an adviser, an organizer, a strategic, an overseer, a 




ager and even a  technical  manager who handle  tasks signed to them speciﬁcally. A major ar?st can 
have mul?ple managers since one manager can not take  all  the responsibility and there is  simply a 
lack of ?me to take care of everything. 
The tasks  that a  manager does, depend vastly on the ar?st and on the point of their career. When 
an ar?st gets  more popular, more responsibility  has to be  taken and more  managers  are needed. 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• Deal  with schedules  and make  sure  an ar?st has  all  the ?me they need to concentrate  fully 
on making music
• Be a travel companion, advisor and a person who the ar?st can rely on
According to the interview with Virpi  Immonen a manager should be  a  representa?ve of an ar?st 
in the business life, a  link to everything surrounding the  ar?st and working for  the success  of the 
ar?st. Since every  ar?st is  diﬀerent and makes  diﬀerent kinds  of music a manager has to oversee 
the bigger picture  and market the product in the most eﬀec?ve way. Every ar?st needs  a  manager 
and can proﬁt of having one, Immonen summarizes.13
A manager markets their ar?st as  they see  the most reasonable and proﬁtable  way using their per‐
sonal  communica?on skills, exper?se and network. Ge&ng along with people and having the right 
business‐like a&tude are also the key elements  in the marke?ng process. Milos  Rosas  also points 
out that  crea?vity  in the music business  is  a must  in order  to ﬁnd new ways  to draw peoples  at‐
ten?on and to reach fans. 
12
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M A N A G E M E N T
According to Jussi  Tukia  (Arts  Management Thesis  by  Juu?lainen and Nakai) it is  really  unusual  to 
make a  living out of ar?st management in Finland.14 In most cases  record labels  or agencies have 
assigned certain people to also  take  care of  the  label’s  ar?sts  as  managers.  This  way  they  have 
other sources of income and are  not only stuck with management. As Virpi Immonen states in the 
Yle  X interview, she is  the CEO of Backstage Alliance, her own company, but manages  two interna‐
?onal  bands as  well, Electric Boys (SWE) and The Wildhearts  (UK). “One is  married to the band, the 
music  industry  and the  lifestyle the  band is living. All  my  closest  friends are inevitably  from the 
music business since I  only work around music.” A manager needs  to be awake  24/7 but nowadays 
there are good doctors  and medica?on in case of burnout or  depression, so its  all  good.  Got  to 
keep on pushing all the ?me, Saukkonen throws in, lightening the mood of the interview.
13
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M A N A G E M E N T
Chapter 3. Market Environment
Management World in the Music Business
It is  necessary to make a dis?nc?on which par?es are  involved in the ar?st’s  management business 
and what  the  rela?onships  between  them  are.  Issues   like  B2B,  B2C,  key  components  of  ar?st 
management,  target market  and ﬁgures surrounding them will  be  examined.  Macro‐economical 
factors that have an eﬀect on the ar?st management ﬁeld are studied using PEST analysis.
“I  was  never supposed to be a manager but everything just kind of happened” Immonen explains 
in the YLE X  interview how she became a  manager.  She goes  on; Ten years  ago there was  only a 
few professional  ar?st managers,  today  there are maybe  10‐20 of us, and I  mean real managers. 
Now I mean managers  that are  not working inside the major record labels. Ar?st management is 
going to the right direc?on but the circle  is  s?ll  rela?vely small.“ Immonen elaborates  that few of 
the key  players in Finland are  deﬁnitely Seppo Vesterinen and Ewo Pohjola. Vesterinen currently 
manages The Rasmus and HIM, and Pohjola manages Nightwish.”
In the Arts Management thesis  (Juu?lainen & Nakai) Tukia analyzes  that one  of the  problems to a 
small   number  of  managers  is  simply  the  lack  of  educa?on.  “Anyone  can  basically  become  a 
manager no ma`er what background you have.  An absence  of regula?ons  and requirements  for 
management has resulted in unprofessional people  and cons  entering the market and pu&ng good 
managers in bad posi?ons.”15
A  manager  needs  to  hold  a   large  package  together  out  of  which  business   to  business   (B2B) 
rela?ons   involve  making  collabora?on  with  mul?ple   companies   and  brands.  A  business   to 
customer (B2C) rela?onship is  moreover one of the most important ones  since the  customers  are 
the fans buying the ar?st’s  music or listening to the  deejays  remixes. When asked from Immonen 
which elements  are the  most important in the ar?st management, Immonen didn’t hesitate, “fans 
are  always the number one, without them there are  no other elements. The rest is  created around 
them.” 
14
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M A N A G E M E N T
The  following  mind‐map  ﬂower  (ﬁgure  1.0) 
i l l u s t r a t e s  F r i d ay s   mana gemen t s ’ 
surrounding  elements   and  forces.  It  is 
constructed from the  informa?on discussed 
ea r l i e r,  the  YLE  X  i n te r v iew,  A r t s 
Management  Thesis  (Juu?lainen  &  Nakai) 
and  the   books   This   Business   of  Ar?st 
Management  (Xavier  M.  Frascogna,  Jr.,  H. 
Lee  Hetherington)  and  Ar?st  Management 
for Music Business (Paul Allen). 
As  the YLE X interview concluded, manager’s 
tasks   are   always   related  to  the  ar?st’s 
situa?on.  “For  both par?es  a  major  source of  income in  todays  show  business  are  the ar?st’s 
performances, since  record sales  have decreased through out  the  last decade.” Fridays’ only  live 
act Milos  Rosas  has  not been signed to a  record label yet. Fridays has  organized shows but since 
there has  been no major compensa?on received yet, the  income is  prac?cally  zero. “Record sales 
are  a small source of income in Finland. The ar?st earns  maximum 1€ per  sold record and that is 
not a  lot” Kovalainen clariﬁes. When a  record is  sold the management will  get 15% of the amount 
what the ar?st gets.  In other words  for  the manager  to make as  much money  as  the  ar?st,  he 
would have  to have  10 similar ar?sts to reach a  similar income. This  is examined in more  detail in 
the Financial Projec?ons ‐chapter.
At  the  moment  Fridays   concentrates   on  business   nego?a?ons   with  record  labels,  concert 
promoters and about sponsors. A ?me consuming element is  also the media coverage which has  to 
be  constant  to maintain  or  even  increase   the  level  of  popularity.  “Nego?a?ng  for  newspaper 
ar?cles    and  air  ?me in  the  radio  is  challenging  for  an  unsigned ar?st,”  Fridays  states.  When 
deejays  are  concerned, mee?ngs  with restaurants  and promoters  are  the key  task. Making sure 
that deejays  promote themselves  in  channels like  Facebook, Youtube, Hype Machine and Blogspot 
is  one part of interac?ng with the fans and part of their media coverage. Fridays  of course  takes 
pride in organizing proper and constant promo?on for its ar?sts
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Tuesday, May 25, 2010
Saukkonen and Immonen say that “the management circle  is  so small  in Finland that they all  share 
informa?on and the ho`est news among every manager, so that it would be easier for new ar?sts 
to build up their career and go interna?onal. It favors  no one, is  for the common good and helps  to 
take  Finland’s  music market to the next level. On top of everything, interna?onal  awareness about 
Finnish  ar?sts  will  grow which  is  eventually  a  great  thing.”  It  can  be  concluded  that  not much 
compe??on among ar?st managers is faced and no other source proves otherwise either. 
Since  B2C rela?onship is  one of the  most important elements  which exists  between ar?sts and the 
fans, management makes sure it’s  in done in  a  most proper way. As  men?oned in manager’s  tasks, 
Fridays  is  the party  advising, coordina?ng and planning these issues.  It  is  important to show the 
genuine image  of the  talent to the fans and use the right channels. In  Milos’ case  this  is  taking a  lot 
of ?me since no wrong moves  are wanted to be made and careful  planning  is  anyway necessary. 
Milos   has  the  poten?al   to  generate  the  most  income  for  the  company  and  therefore   the 
development phase should be considered seriously.
Nightlife and its Trends
In Finland during the past couple years  a  lot of newcomers have entered the  nightlife  business; or‐
ganizing events, par?es, spinning records  and trying to work their way up to the unknown enter‐
tainment business. Especially deejays  have  organized par?es without any the context, only the mu‐
sic  varies slightly. This  trend has  been going on for  couple years  according to deejay RNO but he 
doesn’t think its  the  right direc?on to go to. “Something must dis?nct the deejays  from each other, 
otherwise they are  not really dedicated and do it just for  the  money. There is  only a  few deejays 
that have a certain style of playing records, a trademark that people recognize” RNO explains.
The music selec?on in the clubs  is  also quite narrow‐minded since oxen ?mes deejays don’t have 
the power to decide  what to play. “Many ?mes  when deejays try to play their own music style  girls 
come running to the  deejay booth and ask for the regular hits. This  results in the  nights  ending up 
being more or  less the  same“ says  RNO. This  also results  in lack of possible development and en‐
couragement and a lot of the  deejays stay as  “regulars” at  some nightclubs, playing same  top 40 
hits over and over again. 
According to the  founder of SK‐Restaurants  the  approximate opera?ng period for a  restaurant in 
Finland is 3‐5 years, young people are demanding since there is so much variety. 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One has to be able to adapt and respond to the demand.16 This  results  in a  hec?c atmosphere and 
a  nightlife with a  lot of variety which changes  rapidly.  This  is  an opportunity for Fridays  to book its 
deejays  to play  in the newest clubs, lixing its  deejays’ image  as being the ones  following the  hec?c 
nightlife.
Market Area
As  a  new management company it’s  wise  to concentrate on one country ﬁrst, Finland. Though Fin‐
land has  a  fairly  small music  market  and  it  might  be  diﬃcult  to  generate  enough  income  for 
Fridays. Finland is  smaller than any of its  neighbor countries  and people  are more stubborn as  well 
while Swedish people are more  open and dynamic.  Finland’s  Gross  Domes?c Product  is  almost a 
half of Sweden’s  GDP, which reﬂects  that the  output in the music market  is  a lot smaller as  well.17 








Worldclass  ar?sts:  HIM  (alterna?ve rock), The  Rasmus (funk rock), Hanoi  Rocks  (glam rock), Chil‐
dren of Bodom (heavy metal), Nightwish (gothic metal), The 69 Eyes (gothic metal)
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Target market
When an ar?st management ﬁeld is  concerned the target market is  considered as  par?es  that gen‐
erate income for the ar?sts since that way the managers generate their  income. Fridays’ business 
to business target market are  the restaurant  chains  when its  deejays  are concerned. At the mo‐
ment Fridays  and SK‐Restaurants  have a  ?ght rela?onship since its deejays have occupied many of 
the SK’s  nightclubs. Deejays  Mista  S,  Pussy?ve  and HeavyWeight crew have con?nuous  clubs in 
Helsinki. Naturally other restaurants oﬀer opportuni?es  as  well  but SK owns  the  most nightclubs  in 
Finland (60  in the  whole  Finland,  in 24 diﬀerent ci?es) and therefore is  the  most  important cus‐
tomer for Fridays.19 Another major restaurant chain is  HOK Elanto which owns  pubs, clubs and res‐
taurants around Finland as well.20
Live acts  cover a  diﬀerent target market since their business  is run diﬀerently and they need diﬀer‐
ent venues.  In order to book performances, Fridays  needs  to be in contact with the concert pro‐
moters  and  the  concert  venues   like  Tavas?a  and  Nosturi  but  also with  nightclubs  for  smaller 
shows.21 The major promoters  include Livena?on and Eastway which are  the biggest concert pro‐
mo?on companies (Appendix: Concert & Event Promoters in Finland).22
The most  important target market with live  acts  though,  is  the fan base, which consists  of young 
people  ranging from 15‐24 years  old. That is  the source of income to all  par?es; ar?sts, record la‐
bels, managers, restaurants, booking agents. As  Immonen stated, fans  are  the key element to the 
whole existence of the music  industry. The following graph shows  the  total  scope of that market 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Chapter 4. Competit ion
Compe&&on Analysis
In Finland, there are  not many  compe?ng booking and talent agencies nor management compa‐
nies, due to a  few main reasons; a  company needs to be a  major enterprise in  order to be  proﬁt‐
able  enough and since ar?sts aren’t so interna?onal  that it would be proﬁtable to have an operat‐
ing management company. The  music market is  operated and run by only a  handful  of people, eve‐
ryone knows each other or gets to know each other quickly. A person being extrovert with a  can‐
do a&tude, will  make progress  in the business before  long. As the YLE X interview showed, there is 
basically  zero  compe??on  between  the  managers  in  Finland.  Although according  to  the study 
made  by Digital  Media  Finland Oy (Argillander & Mar?kainen), below are  listed the biggest indirect 
compe?tors  that focus on booking agencies  /program suppliers, handling performers  to the  major 
events. These companies have  an inﬂuence on both of Fridays business elements, the live act and 
the deejays. These companies’ business idea is  naturally diﬀerent since they only handle  bookings, 




Prime Time is  one of the biggest rivals  with Popgram since  they have signed a  lot of Finnish ar?sts 
that are currently on top in the urban scene. In addi?on to booking, Prime Time also handles  art‐
ist’s   management  for  ar?st’s  like   Saurus   and  Adam  Tensta.  Prime   Time  is  an  agency  and  a 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Dex Viihde
Dex Viihde is  strictly a  booking agency which has been opera?ng for a  long period of ?me and has 
a  solid ar?st  roster  including many  of the Finland’s most  successful  bands.  It  become a  part  of 
Eastway corpora?on in 2006 which is  likewise on the  biggest booking and program agencies. East‐
way also focuses  on the produc?on of events  and provides  equipment to the  biggest events  in Fin‐




in its  roster. Its  talents  vary from classical  to pop and rock, from hosts  to deejays  and cover bands. 
Anna  Abreu which is  currently  to most popular pop act in Finland and Cheek the  most recognized 
rap  ar?st  in  Finland  are 
signed  to Popgram.  It  has 
collabora?ng  agents  and 
promoters  in  almost  30 
countries  and it is  a  part of 
the  Warner  Music  Group 




“Bonnier  Amigo Music  Group (BAMG)  is the largest  independent  music  company  in the Nordic 
area.  It is  the result of a  merger in year 2001 between the record company and distributor Amigo 
and the record company Bonnier Music. 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The company has  its local oﬃces  in  Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland and a pan‐Nordic dis‐
tribu?on plant  in the south of Sweden. BAMG represents  a  diverse repertoire  of ar?sts  covering 
most musical  genres, ranging from folk to pop and from jazz to metal. BAMG's local  roster include 
acts  such as Amy  Diamond,  Anna  Maria  Espinosa, Anna  &  Steve,  Bri`a Persson, BWO,  Henning 
Kvitnes, Madcon,  Molotov  Jive,  Noel  McKoy,  Paperboys,  Pauline,  Refreshments,  Renegade Five, 
Sunrise Avenue and Velvet.”27
Backstage Alliance
“Backstage  Alliance  is  the ﬁrst Finnish autonomous  all  around music  company  that has  major  re‐
cord label’s resources.”28
Backstage Alliance was  founded in 2007 which represents  a  new school music company  including 
publishing, marke?ng, merchandise produc?on , booking agency and management. On top of eve‐
rything,  Backstage Alliance  has  a professional  studio  in Suomenlinna  which is  a short  boat  ride 
away from Helsinki centre. 




“Fridays  will  keep up with the trends in US, Europe and the  neighbor country Sweden by examining 
how  their  ar?sts  and managers  are  working  and  reﬂec?ng  those experiences  to  its  func?ons. 
Fridays  will  concentrate strictly  on mee?ng high  standards  of  a professional  ar?st  management 
company, showing that the ar?sts and deejays also do their job properly. This  includes  a  business 
like  personality, handling projects  in good manner, on ?me as well  as being familiar with the mar‐
ket and its changing trends.” states Fridays. 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As  a management company Fridays  will  be  the topnotch in ar?st management by showing its  ca‐
pability  of taking new ar?sts  like  Milos  Rosas  and 24Sanc?ons  to the  next  level and developing 
their image. An important ma`er is  to keep the current starts  like DJ Mista  S, HeavyWeight, deejay 




“Fridays  will take the Finland’s  music industry to the next level by making the  performances  acces‐
sible  for  the people  in all  ages  through online pla^orms.  It will  increase the awareness  of online 
socie?es and make possible  for everyone to see what  is  happening in Fridays’  and its  ar?sts’  life. 
That way  it can reach the fans  easily  and oﬀer something extra”  Fridays  explains. This  way   one 
does  not need to be an adult to come to the  shows, also underage people can follow the ar?sts 
and therefore  Fridays can extend the target group. “Streaming and ﬁlming weekly  diaries  is the 
trend in the  major markets  like  US and Sweden right now” Azarmi  from RMH collaborates. “Fridays 
will  use Ustream to stream performances  live  and Youtube for  showing video diaries  on top of 
Facebook and Twi`er as  a  major communica?on tool as  well. Obeying these  goals Fridays  will  live 
up to the interna?onal  standards as well. These  are yet to come to Finland and Fridays  will  be fore‐
runner to apply  online  marke?ng fully with its  ar?sts  and get the beneﬁt of being an innovator in 
the market” Fridays comments. 
Not only the above‐men?oned elements  are  important but also the personal  network Fridays  has 
created throughout the  years, which will  help it to lead the talents’ careers to the right direc?on. 
Having a ?ght bond with the  people  at top posi?ons  in the major restaurant chains, the record la‐
bels,  diﬀerent  media  channels  and the promoters will  put  Fridays’  talents  in  the  express  lane. 
Fridays  oﬀers quality  deejays, photographers, ar?sts  and is  able to adjust  to many  diﬀerent  out‐
comes. Long lists  of talents’ achievements  will  bring up the overall  image  of the company and give 
a  head start in the business. Quality  in the entertainment business  is  a  must, also being one of the 
key ways to reach customer sa?sfac?on.
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For Fridays, the benchmark should be set as  being as  remarkable and successful as  Vesterinen the 
manager of HIM and The Rasmus. The Rasmus  has  sold millions  of records  and won eight Emmas 
in Finland, which is  the equivalent to  the Grammy. HIM is  the ﬁrst band from Finland to reach 500 
000 sold records  in the US, therefore braking the  gold record level, and it is  considered by many to 
be the Finland’s most popular ar?st.31 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Chapter 5. Industry analysis
The Trends in the Music Industry
Music has a central  role in everyone’s  lives  and eﬀects  across many ﬁelds  of business. Almost 70% 
of all  Finnish people listen to music in daily basis, radio being one of their most important channels 
at  home. Music  plays a  role  in media,  entertainment,  communica?on,  IT,  service and business 
ﬁelds.  Finland’s  music  market  is  circula?ng  and  run by  the four  major  record  labels;  Universal 
Music, Sony BMG, EMI Group and Warner which have  signed the  biggest and the most successful 
ar?sts.  From  the  table  one 
can  see  that  Sony  and  EMI 
Group are  the biggest  labels 
in Finland (Table 3.0).
As   the  physical   CD  era  is 
slowly  fading away,  replaced 
by  the  Internet and mobile revolu?on as  well  as  the live performances  are  becoming a  more sig‐
niﬁcant element. In Finland it is  growing constantly, being a  great response  to piracy. Appearances 





Technology plays  a  key role in Finland, providing new marke?ng ideas  and buying pla^orms all the 
?me. It has been speculated that digital music distribu?on exceeds the distribu?on of physical CDs 
during the  year 2011. Telemarke?ng business  and ?ght compe??on between operators  will  change 
their business more towards selling the music as well. 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Company Year 2007 milj.! Year 2008 milj.!
Universal Music 16.5 16
Sony BMG 15.7 19.8
EMI Music Group 13.7 12.1
Warner Music Group 9.2 13
* Digital Media Finland research 2009
M A N A G E M E N T
Already a  while music has  been a  strategic part of 
the mobile companies since mul?ple ringtones  and 
full  songs are bought through cellphones. This  will 
deﬁnitely  bring  investments  and  new  entrants  to 
the business.32   Year  2008  64% of 16‐29  year  olds 
used Internet as  their ﬁrst source  to listen or down‐
load music.33
According  to  the  research  Digital   Media  Finland 
(Musiikkiala  2009  Research)  carried  out,  in  2009 
iTunes,  NetAn&la,  Musiikkilataamo,  MTV3  Download  and  cdon.com  were  the  most  popular 
channels to buy music online. Addi?onally the most popular channels  to buy ringtones  in 2006 has 
been Zed,  Jamba, MixMobile, MTV3 and Elisa. Nokia has released a similar  channel to iTunes  to 
buy  and  listen  to  music,  called  Nokia   Comes  With  Music  but  since   it  is   rela?vely  new  no 
informa?on is available. 
Naturally  the  producers  and ar?sts  form the  core of  the music  industry. Songwriters, composers 
and publishers are  represented by Teosto, and ar?sts  and producers are  represented by Gramex. 
Teosto, a  non proﬁt organiza?on, has  23 000 customers  in Finland out of which 9000 made a  proﬁt 
in 2008. The same year Teosto distributed 16,2 million euros to Finnish writers,  composers and 
publishers as  royal?es.34  Gramex  on  the other  hand has  around 40  000  producers and ar?sts, 
which in 2007 distributed approximately 10,4 million euros  in royal?es to the  Finnish producers 
and ar?sts.35 Overall  record sales  in 2008 was  approximately  around 90 million euros. Radio, TV, 
movies  and Internet generated about  30 million euros to Teosto and Gramex, which was over a 
half of the music royal?es collected. 
Since  Milos  Rosas  has  the poten?al  to go  interna?onal  Fridays  should seek a  publishing deal  as 























M A N A G E M E N T
The biggest  music  publishing  companies  in Finland  are  F‐Kustannus, Warner/Chappel,  Fennica‐
Gehrman and Universal  Publishing.  In 2008 Finnish publishing ﬁeld generated around 10 million 
euros.  However  in Milos’  case  it  might  be more  reasonable  to  ﬁnd  a  publishing  deal  outside 
Finland.
New markets  like video  games and merchandise create  new  possibili?es  but  at  the same ?me 
complicate the business  side and increase the importance of management. The old problems  like 
piracy  and illegal  copying of physical  CDs  s?ll  exist. Although the  biggest  problem areas  are  Asia 
and La?n America it has  an eﬀect on the  music  industry  as  a  whole. 36Video games  are a growing 
market segment which during 2008 generated 100 million euros  and has  passed the record sales. 
Music  in video games  can be involved in two ways: either as  a  play along games like Guitar Hero 
and Singstar or making the music or then music is  licensed to the games  similarly to movies. Music 
related games is the biggest growing game genre at the moment.
Brand awareness  and brand development is  taking a  major step in the music  industry and will  be‐
come a  key way of marke?ng an ar?st. The managers  role  is  signiﬁcant since  they are dealing with 





Generally  commercial  music  does not    provide a  lot  of  variety  either.  As Kovalainen  explained 
commercial  music has  only  a small  slice  in the cake  and major  part is  taken by  rock/punk/heavy 
metal  songs. As  many people  would think the reason is the darkness  and cold winter Immonen and 
Kovalainen both state that pop culture just don’t have so long tradi?ons as e.g. in Sweden. 
Deejays  and ar?sts  face the World Wide  Web ‐boom in the music industry, songs  and ho`est news 
are  promoted through blogs and youtube. They can be updated fast and are  oxen up to date since 
blogs  are  usually maintained by professionals  or people ?ed up closely to the  music business. The 
trend is also moving slowly to Finland but only a handful of people are yet doing that. 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36 h`p://www2.siba.ﬁ/taydennyskoulutus/pdf/musiikkiala2009.pdf
37 See Hermanni Kovalainen interview (Appendix: Kovalainen Survey)
M A N A G E M E N T
Although HeavyWeight deejays have been ac?ve in the  blogging scene.38 They have set up few dif‐
ferent blogs and maintain them by  releasing new remixes  and asking for  feedback through those 
pla^orms.
When examining the music that is  famous in Finland the only genre in which ar?sts  have  been in‐
terna?onally successful  is  rock/punk. As  a  small  country Finland does  not ﬁt many  labels on top of 
the biggest ones  but some independent  labels exist though. Independent labels  only employ few 
people  not being too proﬁtable either. “The  people working for the major labels  have their day job 
and regular salary. They don’t need to take  any risks  either. The yearly talent programs  like Idols or 
X Factor and a  release of some old Finnish pop ar?st’s  compila?on CD, the record label  is all  set for 
another year. They  don’t want to put their careers in jeopardy by  trying something new, signing 
unknown ar?sts  and then realizing their records  are not selling enough. That is  not mo?va?ng new 













































2009 2010 2011 2012 2015
Total population 5,351,427 5,378,165 5,404,240 5,430,392 5,508,728
Growth rate 100.4996% 100.4848% 100.4839% 102.94%
0.50% 0.50% 0.50% 2.94%
*According to Statistics Finland numbers
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Chapter 6. Business Model
Ar&st Management as Fridays’ Business
How does  Fridays  actually generate its  income? The business  process  and how Fridays’ talents  earn 
money  to the company will  be explained. As  one can see from the Fridays  compensa?on chart, 
(appendix, Compensa?on chart) all  the talents  have fairly small compensa?ons  per performance. 
This makes the business a complex process, requires more ?me and coordina?on.
Having so called “development sessions” with the nightclubs  it is  possible  to plan events and make 
bookings   accordingly.  SK‐Restaurants   being  the  most  important  customer  for  Fridays   at  the 
moment, bookings are tried to make as  far to the  future as possible. Agreement involves  deejays, 
photographers  and possible  live performances as well. Basically when booking a  talent for an act, 
the agreement includes the following issues: dura?on of the act, schedule, other acts, equipment, 
transporta?on,  accommoda?on,  perks  (reserved table,  drinks,  food etc.) and compensa?on. This 
can be applied to live act bookings as well.
Fridays  makes  sure the deejays  send bills regularly and according to the agreed terms  axer which 
Fridays   is   able  to  generate  its  own  share   from  the  ar?sts.  As  men?oned  earlier  Mista   S, 
HeavyWeight  deejays and Jari  Tolvanen are only  bringing  income  at  the moment.  Even though 
Tolvanen is photographing many of the  par?es  for SK, it has been quite inconsistent and therefore 
makes the  money ﬂow inconsistent as  well. “It is more reasonable to send bills  every two months 
meaning the Fridays’ share is received every two months as well,” Fridays explains. 
Deejays  Kid Lo, Spektri and RNO  are a special  group of deejays  since  Fridays  is not  earning  any 
compensa?on out of them yet. Kid Lo is  a  new deejay and has not been booked to many clubs  yet. 
“Spektri and RNO had many  club nights  at  the  ?me they were  signed to Fridays  and those  gigs 
were agreed to be untouched, so we are  in the process  of ge&ng them something be`er” Fridays 
clariﬁes. Basically  Fridays  is not making money out of  them either  since it  has not been able to 
book constant acts yet.
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M A N A G E M E N T
Milos  Rosas  is interna?onally the  most poten?al talent, therefore  most likely to generate  the most 
income so it  requires a  lot of ?me and eﬀort from Fridays. The point were  it bears  fruit  for both 
par?es   is   unknown  since  he  is   at  the  development  phase.  Fridays   has  organized  a  few 
performances  but  since  there   is  an  ou^low  of money  to  equipment  needed  in  the  acts,  the 
compensa?on has been basically zero. The agreed terms examined earlier apply to live acts  as  well 
but  is  modiﬁed  to  each  case  individually.  Eventually  ar?cles   or  other  media   coverage  is  not 
genera?ng any money but promotes the ar?st and increases the awareness among the people.
All  in all  Fridays  is  seen as  being in the  building stage  of the whole  package. At the moment only 
sources of  inﬂow are the  deejays HeavyWeight, Mista  S and the photographer  Jari  Tolvanen that 
have constant appearances. Others are  in the development and promo?onal  phase  which requires 
a  lot of eﬀort and ?me; mee?ngs, conferences and mul?ple emails  must be  sent to push Fridays’ 
ar?sts  forward. Although Fridays  needs  to make a  dis?nc?on if it wants  to invest  that eﬀort that 
some  day  it  might  bear  fruit.  Is  it worthwhile? At  the moment,  looking at  the working hours  it 
spends on its talents (appendix, Working hours) it is not proﬁtable nor great business.
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Chapter 7. Marketing and Sales
Marke&ng Mix
In the  music  industry, communica?on is one of  the most  important  elements,  on top of  a good 
product. An extensive network will  help to get by, being one of the  key  characteris?cs  of a  man‐
ager. Although marke?ng the ar?st in proper channels  and showing the best sides of them is  a  vital 





rent  trends  it  will   give   a  direc?on  to  go  to.  When  the 
product  is  a deejay prices  vary every ?me. Depending on 
the skill  level  of  the  deejay,  the  event’s budget  and  the 
addi?onal  value  the deejay  brings  to  the  event,  are  the 
elements that form the amount of compensa?on. Looking 
at  the Fridays  compensa?on chart,  deejays salary  ranges 
from 150 euros up to 400 euros per act (Appendix: Fridays 
compensa?on chart).
In order  to get the deejays placed in the clubs  Fridays  needs to convince the nightclub managers, 
them being the “Place” part of the mix. In  order to do so, Fridays  needs  to have  promo?onal  evi‐
dence  and convince the nightclub’s  manager  that  the customers  going to the nightclubs  will  like 
the deejays’ music. 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Having a func?onal  website  with biography, pictures  and reference  (deejay RNO44), on top of their 
own promo?onal  mixes  in the  music blogs like  Hype Machine45 or Blogspot46, is  considered as the 
promo?on part.  This  will  help to reach the fans and with the help of  that success,  get perform‐
ances in the nightclubs.
As  discussed in the industry  environment chapter, the  online  marke?ng is  becoming more impor‐
tant for younger people  and reaching the target market. Fridays  management will  take a  big step in 
that ﬁeld and share as  much material  as  possible  in diﬀerent online pla^orms, trying to bring the 
fan base closer  to Fridays’ ar?sts.  By  crea?ng proﬁles  of each ar?st and publishing them  in the 
internet,  it will  be  easier  to market them but also it’s  a  great way for the  fans  to get to know the 
ar?sts  be`er. Milos  Rosas being the product, the places to market and promote  is  likewise  diﬀer‐
ent online pla^orms. Although the  promo?on has to be  carried out clearly  in a  diﬀerent way. For 
live acts the Place “P” includes concert promoters and event organizers.
According to Milos’ point of view all the major ar?sts  are twee?ng, wri?ng blogs  or making video 
blogs  to promote  themselves  and show their daily  life for  the most  important party of their exis‐
tence,  the fans. “This way  fans can relate  to the ar?st’s music,  the ar?st as  a  person and ?ghten 
the rela?onship.” The prices, as  the  case for deejays go accordingly, based on their success  and the 
recognizability. 
Kovalainen told in  the  survey  (see appendix,  Survey  Kovalainen)  that  the  current  popstar Anna 
Abreu is  doing endorsement deals. The latest deal  that Abreu did was with Nokia. “It  is  not  com‐
mon in Finland but it basically means that an ar?st is  adver?sing a  brand and promo?ng it with the 
help of  their own success. Anna  Abreu is  currently  the most  successful  female  pop singer  in Fin‐
land” Kovalainen sums. For Fridays  this  is  to be considered as  a  new way of promo?ng its ar?sts at 
some  point of their career.   As  a  nega?ve side of it, not many brands do endorsement deals  since 
Finnish ar?sts  might not add enough value to the brand and therefore be  a  waste of money. Espe‐
cially when many ar?sts sing in Finnish, like Anna Abreu, it will limit the market to only Finland. 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Fridays’ Future Inten&ons
“Only  dedicated talents  are  tolerable  because the  goal  is to  create  a  number  one  management 
company in Scandinavia. Fridays  will  be the one taking ar?sts  to the next level  and making business 
a  personal issue so crea?ng ?ght bond to its  ar?sts. That is  the way to get to know its clients  and 
foresee their points of view” Fridays explains. 
“When people are  dedicated the work environment  is  more  inspiring and fun,  I  don’t even con‐
sider working with people  that do not want to push themselves  hard” Immonen says  in the radio 
interview. “In the entertainment business  people are  laid back and everyone knows how to have a 
great ?me but one  needs  to be sure  they want to go all  the way  in the business” Kovalainen col‐
laborates.  
“With the group of Fridays’  talents,  including people from diﬀerent ﬁelds it is  able  to oﬀer a  full 




ried out  rapidly”  Fridays  concludes. As  many  of the people interviewed said:  “Thinking  interna‐
?onally and across  boarders is  a  must in the Finnish music industry, otherwise  its  diﬃcult to make 
a living out of music.”
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Chapter 9. Risk factors
SWOT Analysis
SWOT analysis  is  used to scan a  company’s  internal  and external environment. Internal factors  can 
be  considered  as   strengths   and  weaknesses   of  the  company  and  those  external   ones,  are 
opportuni?es and threats come from the outside  of the  company. SWOT analysis  is  helpful  to get a 









Internationally potential artist signed Lack of management experience
Offers multiple different talents from Lack of professional knowledge in each 
different fields of its talents fields
Already established talents that largerly Allocation of time for everyone
need more publicity and perfomances Effort and compensation might not meet
Knowledge about events, artists and Difficult to manage the whole package
international bookings but insufficient funds to hire new people
Business school background Small amount of money from many
Young and determined company different talents
Large network around Finland
Opportunities Threats
Internet platforms as a new market More experienced managers can open more
to promote and and market artists doors and add more value to the artists
Small market size, easy to notice new Deejay bookings done without manager
artists in the market People do not consider pop music as good
"Everyone knows everyone" music (limited target group)
No fully functioning management Small money flow in Finnish entertainment
companies yet in the market business
Endorsement deals not yet in Finland Hard to make distinction between
different deejays
Fridays SWOT Analysis
M A N A G E M E N T
From the graph one can see that the  biggest risks  concerning the  deejays  are that promoters book 
them  straight without managers  and that Fridays  generates  a  li`le income from many  diﬀerent 
sources. This  is  possible  since the circles  are small  and many ?mes the promoters  and restaurant 
managers   have  become  friends   with  deejays   over  ?me,  so  managers  are  not  needed  as 
“middlemen”. 
Deejays’  compensa?on  from  the   gigs   are  counted  in  hundreds  and  if  not  constant  acts  are 
organized,  the prices  need  to  be set  every  ?me.  The bills have to be sent  oxen  and to many 
loca?ons  and  the  overall   compensa?on  for  Fridays   reﬂected  to  the  workload,  might  not  be 
proﬁtable  enough. Since many deejays have similar sets, it is  diﬃcult for the young people to make 
a  dis?nc?on who is talented and who is  not. That makes the selling process more challenging for 
Fridays  and  it  requires  a  lot  of  work  ﬁnding  and  crea?ng  those elements  that  characterize  its 
talents and then market them. 
What comes for live acts, pop is  not considered as  a  famous  music  genre in Finland so for Milos 
Rosas  it is  diﬃcult to make  a break through in Finland. Fridays  needs  to view the situa?on from the 
interna?onal  perspec?ve.  If an ar?st  feels their  career  is  not  developing  fast enough they might 
change  the  management,  hoping  the   situa?on will  change  since  there  are  other  professional 
managers. These being few of the threats in the market.
Having mul?ple talents  under  management company  requires a  lot  of planning,  organizing  and 
?me. Not alloca?on ?me eﬃciently  for everyone  might show as  frustra?on and irrita?on among 
the  talents.  It  is  also diﬃcult  to have a full  understanding  about  each of  the markets  Fridays’ 
talents  operate and therefore  it is considered as  a weakness. This  might result in promo?ng ar?sts 
in the wrong channels caused by the lack of knowledge which are the best ones.
Some  deﬁnite  opportuni?es  in  the  music  business  are  the  growing  internet  marke?ng  and 
endorsement deals  that  aren’t yet  so big in Finland. Since there  are not  real  talent management 
companies  in Finland yet, it is  a  great opportunity to create a  new market and set itself apart from 
individual  managers. Opera?ng in a small  market  is  considered to be an advantage  as well  since 
promo?on is  made easier  and network  can be expanded quickly.  The fan base can be  reached 
easily as well.
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In order to make the  management company work, Fridays has a good base  to start from. It has  an 
extensive contact network and business  educa?on, which are  vital  elements  in the  music business. 
Fridays  is  a  young and determined company as well  that already has  established talents, making it 
a  notch easier to promote  and book them to events. Milos  Rosas  as  one of the  most interna?onally 
poten?al talents  will  give  Fridays  a great  possibility  to become known across  boarders.  Fridays 
having experience  in concert promo?on and organizing events, it will  enable  professional  behavior 
and facilitate its commerce. 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Chapter 10. Financial projection
Financials, Management Compensa&on
Fridays  provided a  compensa?on chart  (Table 6.0;  Appendix:  Fridays  Compensa?on)  from which 
one   can  see   that  its  ar?sts   compensa?ons  are  really  low  (the  amounts   are  before   taxes).  It 
illustrates  Fridays’  target  level  of  income aiming to  reach that  level  ﬁrst  before reaching higher. 
HeavyWeight deejays  (Leo Lotsaless,  Rascal  and Kid Lo) are  listed separately  since  they  all have 
diﬀerent number of gigs  per week. As  an example, deejay Rascal  has two performances  during the 
week and one performance per weekend with the HeavyWeight  crew. The compensa?on for  the 
week day  gig is  150 euros  and for  the HeavyWeight    crew weekend gig  is 600 euros. For  Fridays, 
Rascal   and  HeavyWeight  deejays  together  generate  180  +  360  =  540  euros  per  month.  As 
men?oned earlier deejays Spektri, RNO and Kid Lo do not generate income for Fridays yet.
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DJs
Artist name Gigs/ week day Gigs/ WKND Pay week/wknd (!) Total/week (Mngmnt %)Total/month, !
DJ Rascal 2 150/250 45 180
DJ Lots-A-Less 2 150/250 45 180
DJ Mista S 2 250/400 75 300
DJ Kid Lo 1 150/250 22.5 90
DJ Pussytive 1 1 150/250 60 240
DJ RNO 1 200/250 37.5 150
DJ Spektri 200/300 0 0
HeavyWeight 1 600 90 360
375 !1,500
Singers
Artist name Gigs/ week day Gigs/ WKND Pay / 1 show (!) Total/week (Mngmnt %)Total/month
Milos Rosas 1 200 30 60
!60
Photographers
Artist name Gigs/ week day Gigs/ WKND Pay / 1 show (!) Total/week (Mngmnt %)Total/month
Jari Tolvanen 2 500 150 600





M A N A G E M E N T
The overall   income  created per  month  is  the  sum  of  Rascal,  Leo  Lotsaless,  Mista  S,  Pussy?ve, 
HeavyWeight and Jari  Tolvanen. Since Milos’ performances  require  equipment investments, both 
par?es  is lex at zero compensa?on. Since  Ken`ämies  has not been booked anywhere yet its  proﬁt 
to Fridays  stays at  zero as  well. Altogether  Fridays’  ar?sts  generate approximately  an income of 
1860 euros  (180 + 180 + 300 + 240 + 360 + 600). As  men?oned earlier a 22% VAT has  to be paid in 
monthly basis, eventually depending on how much money a company makes  per month. Assuming 
that  Fridays  makes  more  than  8500  euros  annually  VAT  must  be  paid.  Using  the  calculated 
numbers the monthly tax rate is then 409,20 euros.
Reﬂec?ng  the generated  income with the costs  that  an entrepreneur  faces  in monthly  basis a 
proﬁt or  loss  can be  calculated. The  monthly costs are according to Fridays  and can be seen above 
(Table 7.0; Appendix: Fridays  Expenses). Having an income of 1860 euros and costs  of 1620 euros 
Fridays  makes  a  240 euro proﬁt before taxes. When taxes are taken in to considera?on,  Fridays 
makes a  169,20 euro  loss  each month. Annually  the  loss is  around 2000 euros  which makes  the 
business quite unproﬁtable. 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Items Monthly (!) Info
Work phone 100 Business calls, personal calls
Gas (car) 120 Work related kilometers
Representation 200 meetings, dinner/lunch, events, alcohol
Taxi 80 necessary taxi rides downtown, possible customers
Internet 40 Welho network
Food 200 For one person, basic ingredients
Rent 650 Regular apartment in Helsinki
Equipment 50 Apple -computer equipment, phone supplies, instrument/music equipment
Clothes 150 Representation clothing to events/ parties
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M A N A G E M E N T
Chapter 11. Conclusion
A never  ending ques?on whether managers  are born or made is  ﬂoa?ng in the air  but never  be 
answered. Same ques?on could be asked about leadership. Though in the music industry one can 
become a  manager  in a  blink of an eye. In Finland through out  the years  ar?st management has 
been growing slowly  but  s?ll today  there is only  a  handful  of professional managers.  Although 
Fridays   has  many  talents   and  has  an  inﬂuence  over  many  other  ﬁelds   as  well,  excellent 
organiza?on skill  and planning must be embraced. The  package might be too diverse to handle and 
Fridays  might go out of business  if it’s  not able to generate money from every talent. Currently it is 
not genera?ng enough compensa?on that the business would be proﬁtable.
Ar?st management  is  ?me consuming and one  needs to be fully dedicated to the ar?st and the 
music  industry  in  order  to  succeed.  Fridays  is  built  on one  entrepreneur  and mul?ple  talents, 
which might bring up the  diﬃculty to distribute the ?me eﬃciently among each one. Deejays and 
photographers   have  small   compensa?ons   and  even  organizing  the  weekly  business  manners 
requires  a   lot  of  ?me.  Fridays’  only  interna?onally  poten?al   talent  Milos  Rosas   is   in  the 
development phase  and does  not  yet  bring any  income. With en extensive network, Fridays  has 
poten?al to sign Milos to a major record label and a publishing company.
The music market  is evolving  rapidly  and according to Fridays it  is  able  to keep up with  it  and 
follow the latest trends. Mobile companies  and operators  are reloca?ng their business  strategies 
towards  the music  business  and  star?ng  to  sell  music  even more.  Tele  marke?ng  and  online 
pla^orms will play a  remarkable  role as channels  to reach listeners and fans  during the upcoming 
years. Even though Fridays  is  keeping up the  trends and transforming well  to the situa?on, the key 
element in the  music business  are the  numbers. As  the  ﬁnancial  projec?on shows, Fridays makes a 
li`le under  200  euro  loss each month.  Another  job  is  therefore compulsory  that  it  can stay  in 
business and con?nue developing its talents. 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M A N A G E M E N T
Recommenda&ons
Fridays  has  poten?al  to become a  successful  management  company  but  it  requires  be`er  ?me 
management and planning strategies. While  making deejay bookings  and promo?ng their careers, 




Using the  online pla^orms  as promo?on channels  is  a compulsory element in todays  music indus‐
try  but Fridays should search new ways  to beneﬁt from the mobile  companies. Releasing promo‐
?onal  tracks  online  and marke?ng the  songs in the most frequently used websites  where the music 
is  downloaded, might increase the awareness  and popularity of its  talents. Another vital  issue is  to 
concentrate on concerts  and events  organized around Finland since it has  been the growing ﬁeld 
and generates a  lot of income. Construc?ng thorough promo?on packages  including biographies, 
pictures and promo songs, it will help to nego?ate booking deals with the promoters.
As  men?oned Fridays  has  poten?al  as  a management ﬁrm but it needs  to bear in mind the  quote, “The  music business  is  a cruel  and shallow money trench, a long plas?c hallway where thieves  and 
pimps  run free, and good men die like dogs. There is also a  nega?ve side.”  It is  inevitably a  rough 
road to the success in the music business. 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Appendix: Fridays’ Artist Roster
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Appendix: Fridays Compensation Chart and 
Expenses
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DJs
Artist name Gigs/ week day Gigs/ WKND Pay week/wknd (!) Total/week (Mngmnt %)Total/month, !
DJ Rascal 2 150/250 45 180
DJ Lots-A-Less 2 150/250 45 180
DJ Mista S 2 250/400 75 300
DJ Kid Lo 1 150/250 22.5 90
DJ Pussytive 1 1 150/250 60 240
DJ RNO 1 200/250 37.5 150
DJ Spektri 200/300 0 0
HeavyWeight 1 600 90 360
375 !1,500
Singers
Artist name Gigs/ week day Gigs/ WKND Pay / 1 show (!) Total/week (Mngmnt %)Total/month
Milos Rosas 1 200 30 60
!60
Photographers
Artist name Gigs/ week day Gigs/ WKND Pay / 1 show (!) Total/week (Mngmnt %)Total/month
Jari Tolvanen 2 500 150 600





Items Monthly (!) Info
Work phone 100 Business calls, personal calls
Gas (car) 120 Work related kilometers
Representation 200 meetings, dinner/lunch, events, alcohol
Taxi 80 necessary taxi rides downtown, possible customers
Internet 40 Welho network
Food 200 For one person, basic ingredients
Rent 650 Regular apartment in Helsinki
Equipment 50 Apple -computer equipment, phone supplies, instrument/music equipment
Clothes 150 Representation clothing to events/ parties




Appendix: Working hours/ week
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Appendix: Concert & Event Promoters
The table illustrates the biggest event promoters in Finland in 2009.
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Appendix: Fridays Achievements and Goals
Fridays’ Achievements‐ Mista S awarded the best DJ 2009 (Basso radio and City – magazine)‐ HeavyWeight deejays  are making their own remixes out of which one peaked at the  top three 
in Hype Machine‐ Fabrik  nightclub  was   opened  in  October  to  which  Fridays  booked  HeavyWeight  Deejays 
straight as resident deejays‐ Bu`erﬂy Nightclub is run DJ Pussy?ve as resident on Fridays and Saturdays.‐ Jari  Tolvanen photographed most of the major par?es in the  nightclubs  like The Tiger and for‐
mer Fabrik. The Tiger is the most exclusive nightclub in Helsinki.49
o Chris?an Audigier, various par?es in Fabrik nightclub, proﬁle pictures press kits 50‐ Joonas  Ken`ämies has  ﬁlmed and edited Mista S promo video which has been shown around 
Europe and US.51‐ DJ Mista S and DJ Pussy?ve USA tour in 2010 for White Folks Get Crunk –blog‐ DJ RNO played in concerts starring Sean Kingston, Ice Cube, Xzibit, Brick & Lace and Sisqo
Fridays 3‐ year Development Plan
Year 2010  (current)‐ Stabilize the current client situa?on and create a clear image of each person.‐ Follow trends like moving towards the online communi?es and video diaries. ‐ Milos and 24Sanc?ons  a record deal from abroad, either Sweden, US or Germany.‐ Develop Fridays image as a professional management company‐ Lix up the most recent deejays to a higher level
50




Year 2011‐ Take  HeavyWeight deejays  to Sweden and Estonia  for gigs  and complete a collec?on CD of re‐
mixes to spread them to blogs and Youtube‐ Major tour with Milos Rosas/ 24Sanc?ons and produce songs with topnotch producers‐ Organize stand up tours and manage interna?onally talented comedians.‐ Operate smoothly in Stockholm and Helsinki‐ Have a few new ar?sts (bands, singers) in Fridays roster
Year 2013‐ Manage around 20 talented ar?sts‐ Operate fully in Sweden, Finland and Estonia‐ Have interna?onal ar?sts in the agency roster meaning Fridays‐ Have well no?ced professional picture of Fridays as a management company‐ Deejays produce around 10‐15% of the total income ar?sts bringing in the major share.
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Appendix: Survey Virpi Immonen, Manager
1. Which artists do you manage? How long have you been a manager? ‐ Michael Monroe, The Wildhearts (UK). ‐ I´ve been a manager for 6 years. Started with Hanoi Rocks 6 years ago. 2. How did you become a manager? What elements form your salary and how long process it is (when does the money Llow in/ how often)?‐ I never decided to be a manager. It just happened and I realized that I´m capable of doing it. I also like it, I can use my strongest points. ‐ My salary comes from different sources and all debends on the bands acitivities. You gotta plan things well in advance and be ahead of time. If the band is not active or touring, you gotta make money from other sources and keep the wheels rolling. 3. What are your daily tasks? What does the weekly schedule include? How many hours you spend per one artist per week?‐ That changes every day and every week. It totally debends on what´s going on and what are the main activities for timebeing. My basic day includes a lot of emails, ideas, production, contracts, promotion, travel plans, basic communication with my artist & staff. 4. Do you have another job or is management your only job? If no what else do you do and in average how many hours (weekly) you spend on it?‐ I run my own music company Backstage Alliance. I´m the president of the company so that will take a lot of my time too. 50/50. 5. Characterise what is the music industry like in Finland.a. How would you describe the genre variety in Finland?‐ I guess Finland has always been a strong rock/metal country, and always will be. b. What is the boom genre at the moment?‐ it various but rock/metal will always be there. c. Are artists slackers or do they want to push their own career?‐ I only work with artists who wanna push their own career and are willing to work for it. It´s a team work. 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d. In your opinion why such many succesful artists come from Sweden?‐ I think we have a lot of successful artists in Finland too. Sweden has done it for a so long time and they also understood the meaning of good management & publishing a long time before us. 6. How do the record labels regard new artists in Finland?‐ Debends on the label but the competition is hard nowadays. Too many bands and too less revenue. 7. What kind of artist needs a manager? How big role does the manager play in artists’ career?‐ All artists need a manager but it´s more important for international acts. ‐ Good manager can do a lot, but the artist needs to have a right person to work for you. Management is like a marriage, trust between the artist and the manager is the most important thing. 8. Financially how beneLicial is artist management? When is it beneLicial?‐ It is beneLicial if you have big enough artists to manage. It becomes beneLicial if can be international. Big monies are out there. 9. Why is there such a big difference in Finnish and Swedish industries? Why there is so much more variety in Sweden? Bigger country?‐ First of all there is a cultural difference. We had our own thing and Sweden has concentrated more on pop acts. We have a lot of things to be proud of too. Our own international rock acts and f.e Indie record shops. And indie shops are growing in Finland and dying in Sweden. 10. Do you know any artist managers in Finland? Can you name a few artists and their managers?Yes I do.Seppo Vesterinen – HIM and RasmusEwo Pohjola – NightwishJuha Kyyrö – Disco EnsemblePhilip Page – Kimmo Pohjonen and Värttinä
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Appendix: Virpi Immonen Email
Moi Virpi
Kiitos erittäin paljon nopeasta vastauksesta! Tästä on iso apu ja erinomainen 
referenssi tutkintoni lopputyöhön. Minulla heräsi muutama kysymys yleisesti 
Suomen markkinoita koskien.
Voisitko vielä analysoida Suomen musiikkimarkkinoiden kokoa muutamalla sanalla 
ja sen kasvua? Mitkä ovat ulkopuolisia vaikutteita jotka vaikuttavat Suomen mu-
samarkkinoiden kehitykseen (kuinka paljon USA esimerkiksi vaikuttaa koska 
Suomihan on kaikesta vähän jäljessä)?
Suomen merkitys musiikkimaana on kasvanut paljon ja se johtuu ammattimaisem-
maksi muuttuneesta musiikin viennistä sekä muutamista läpimurroista kansainväl-
isillä markkinoilla. Toki suomi on pieni musiikkimarkkina mutta meillä on nyky-
isin potentiaalisia artisteja sekä ammattilaisia.
Suomen sisäinen markkina on aikalailla sisäsiittoista mutta viennin puolella 
toki esim Usalla on iso merkitys. Usa on vaan alueena niin valtava että se vaa-
tii myös isoa työmäärää sekä isoja satsauksia. Se että Suomi on kaikesta 
jäljessä ei myöskään pidä täysin paikkaansa. Suomi on teknologia maana muita 
edellä ja se vaikuttaa myös musabusinekseen. Esim. meidän mobiilitekniikka on 
maailman huippua sekä meidän tieto/taito sosiaalisesta mediasta ja online mark-
kinoinnista.
Mitkä ovat sinun mielestäsi avain osa-alueet musiikki markkinoilla tänä päivänä 
(levy-yhtiöt/ management/ julkaisija/ fanit/ internet jne)?
Fanit on aina numero yksi. Ilman faneja ei ole mitään muitakaan osa-alueita.
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Appendix: Survey, Deejay RNO
1. Which clubs and events have you played in? Collaborate.
a. Butterfly, Fabrik, Studio 51, The Circus. Great clubs but the crowds vary a lot. First 3 are 
SK’s clubs which have pretty young and stubborn crowd. They dont really let you play your 
own music. If they dont like some songs, the girls come running to the dj booth and ask for 
the most commercial hits they can find. Im not really interested in playing them but if a dee-
jay wants to stay in business thats what you gotta do. 
2. What is the nightlife like in Finland? Explain.
a. Its really hectic, a lot of clubs and many of them change often. One major negative side is 
that people want to hear really commercial music, NRJ top 40 songs.
b. I like Finland though and there is many opportunities since cities are close and you get to 
explore them easily. The people are little different in everyplace as well so its always a chal-
lenge to find out what they like.
3. How has the Finnish club scene changed?
a. Trends at the moment? Many unprofessional people try to step up and organize events…
and I mean a lot…Only things they do is one of their friend makes a poster they book some 
random deejays to play and every event ends up being just like others. In that sense the 
clubbing scene is boring.. 
b. Something should distinct deejays from each other, otherwise they are not really dedicated 
and do it just for the money. Im doing this because I love spinning and seeing people enjoy!
c. Deejays life in Finland? As i said its pretty difficult to survive if you dont play commercial 
music. I play rap/hiphop and its pretty alright but I would like to stay in the more under-
ground songs…When I gotta play Akon and TI the whole night it hurts my ears…
4. How does management help your career?
a. I get to relax a bit and concentrate on other stuff…Every week I dont need to worry where 
im gonna play and make my money..its great to have some one taking care of that…even 
though I get little less compensation but i got time to concentrate on my girlfriend etc…
5. Additional comments.
a. Good luck. 
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Rosas  in the states. “Signing an ar?st  in the  US is  a  long process  and no one gets  paid before the 
papers are  signed.  Good thing  about  US  music  market  is  that  they  pay  in advance  right  axer 
signing so I don’t need to wait  for royal?es. Out of that total  amount all  the people involved, Mr 
Finegold and my manager, take their own cut which are 15% and 15%” Milos clariﬁes. 
Kauri Salonen
Kauri Salonen works  as  a  project  manager  for  SK‐Restaurants  and handles most  of  the  deejay 
bookings  since everything goes  a  lot smoother when these things are run inside the company. “I 
work closely with Fridays and I  consider us  as colleagues  since we have agreed that I take my own 
cut from the deejays payments when we lockdown new performances for them” Salonen explains.
Kalle Kallonen
Kalle Kallonen is a  major  event  organizer  and a  marke?ng manager  for  nightclub Love Hotel in 
Tampere. He has  successfully organized clubs  and has an ongoing club called Deluxe53. Fridays  does 
coopera?on with Kallonen concerning deejays and  from which he  beneﬁts  by  having  successful 
events, basically meaning ?cket sales.
Ari Myllyniemi
Ari  Myllyniemi is  working for Prime Time and organizes  events  in the  mid Finland area. Their oﬃce 
is  located in Tampere  but they have  events  in the major ci?es  like Kalajoki, Jyväskylä, Kuopio and 
Seinäjoki. Booking ar?sts through Myllyniemi  brings  income  both to Fridays and Prime Time but of 
course Prime Time will take their agency cut which is usually 15%.
None of these  coopera?ng par?es  add addi?onal  costs  to Fridays  business  since all the deals  are 
mainly percentage deals. Axer agreed ar?st’s  performance  fee the organizer and the management 
take  their own cut and common procedure is  axer the events  are organized. So far Fridays has not 
thought  of  having  other  management  par?es   in  the  company  so  only  one  person  makes  the 
decisions. 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“It is  not business if more personnel  is  cannot be hired along the way so that you concentrate  on 
developing the company and taking new steps” Fridays states. 
Next step is to hire a proper  accountant who takes  care of the  taxes, stays  in contact with legal 
issues, knows the investment business  in case of Fridays  is  inves?ng at  later stage and deal with 
bills  and compensa?ons. “It needs to be phone call  away  to make these things  happen”  Fridays 
CEO explains.
There  comes a  point  in  the  late  2010  to  hire  a  secretary  to  handle most  of  the  paper  work. 
Secretary  will  be responsible for  organizing and making phone calls  about events, performances 
and stay  in  contact with the  accountant. It would be  a part‐?me job. The secretary as  well  as  the 
accountant need to be reliable but not from the friend circle. “Business  and friends  are never to be 
mixed  and  it  has  been  experienced  already  through  few  projects.  It  will   never  work”  Fridays 
analysis. 
64
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Appendix: Age Distribution, Finland 2009
*Information collected from Statistics Finland, www.stat.fi
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Introduction
Someone who is  entrepreneur minded and passionate  about music it will  interes?ng to inves?gate 
Fridays  management’s  situa?on. Since it was founded in 2009 and operated a  year already feasibil‐
ity study is an important way  to inves?gate whether the business idea is proﬁtable enough in the 
long  run. With the help of diﬀerent types  of theore?cal analyses,  right  literature  and interviews 
with inﬂuenced people the conclusions and recommenda?ons are made.
Ar?st management is  a  minor ﬁeld in the music  industry  in Finland and there is  only a  handful of 
managers. Usually  record  labels take over  managerial tasks  one reason being the lack of money 
ﬂow in  the  market to distribute among everyone. There is  no sense in working 24/7 and not get‐
?ng a proper compensa?on, that  is not business. Even the  most successful  managers  have a  sec‐
ond job.
There are  a  few books wri`en about ar?st management which will  be used as  one of the major 
secondary sources supported by reports  wri`en only about the Finnish music market. This  will give 
an overall  picture  of the market supported by  surveys  as  a primary source. Answers  given by  the 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Chapter 1. Feasibil ity study
What is a feasibility study?
“Feasibility  study  is  a  research  that  gives  you preliminary  informa?on  regarding  ones business 
idea's poten?al to succeed in the marketplace.”55
There are plenty of business  ideas  but things  will  not work, despite the hard work and eﬀort one 
spends  on their idea. One reason for failure is the entrepreneur’s  willingness  to properly research 
the feasibility of the concept. A businessman does not need to be an Einstein to know the impor‐
tance of  market  research and  ﬁnding  the  niche  in  a  certain market  before  inves?ng  ?me and 
money in a new business idea. This is  done through a  feasibility study prior to commencement of a 
proper business  plan. A feasibility analysis  will  show whether a  chosen business idea is successful 
in a  certain market and give decision‐making guidance. An analysis  will  iden?fy problems, oppor‐
tuni?es, describe the company’s current situa?on and assess  the cost ‐ beneﬁt rela?onship associ‐
ated with elements of the company.56
In Fridays’ case  feasibility has  not been researched yet even though it is  an opera?ng company. It is 
necessary to carry out the  feasibility process  in order to receive guidance  about whether or not the 
business idea is proﬁtable in the long run. 
Feasibility analysis outline
The phase of gathering informa?on about the surrounding forces  is  the  feasibility study and can be 
a  complex,  formal  document to a`ract investors or  just a  simple  document to oneself,  the entre‐
preneur. According to a  model  found most eﬀec?ve in this  case feasibility should include the fol‐
lowing categories:57
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63 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M A N A G E M E N T
Feasibility of Fridays
Fridays  is already an exis?ng and opera?ng ar?st management company. Having mul?ple  deejays, 
few photographers  and live  acts does  not necessarily mean the company will  succeed. Moreover it 
requires businesslike thinking and knowhow about the  industry. Fridays might be able to operate 
ﬁnancially  but  how much ?me and eﬀort  does it  require and  is  another  job on side  needed,  is 
another  issue.  Examining other ﬁelds  like sports  would be  an opportunity  to Fridays  to generate 
more money  ﬂow  and  expand  to  other  areas.  Juu?lainen  and  Nakai  in  their  disserta?on  are 
analyzing sports in  being one  of the talent management ﬁelds. The ﬁndings show that it’s  one of 
the underrated ﬁelds  when it comes to management. Finland being a  sports country that could be 
an opportunity. Fridays might  consider  that  as  another ﬁeld to manage  at  a  later  stage. Though 
ar?st management is  a  major part of Fridays’ opera?ons  at the moment the  most reasonable ﬁeld 
of research is ar?st management.
7
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M A N A G E M E N T
Chapter 2. Artist management
Ar&st management
As  all  the ar?sts  are individuals so are  managers  especially  in  Finland’s  market. A Manager  is  usu‐
ally a  close friend or a  person who knows  the band members  and its  music. Managers  are usually 
chosen or suggested through personal  contacts. A manager is the ar?st’s  alter‐ego who people and 
fans never see. A manager is  a  planner, adviser, organizer, strategic, overseer, coordinator, traveling 
companion and moreover a friend. An ar?st manager is  one of the  rare  people who   also gets  to 
see and experience all the puzzles along the ar?st’s career.64
In the  bigger markets  there  are big management companies  and many managers,  although only 
one  of them is usually assigned to each ar?st; there can be  an ar?st manager, a  business  manager, 
a  road manager, a  tour manager, a produc?on manager and even technical  manager, although ma‐
jor  ar?sts  can have mul?ple  managers  since one manager  cannot  take all  the responsibility  and 
there is simply lack of ?me to take care of everything. 
The job that a  manager  does, depends  vastly  on the ar?st  and about  in which point  they  are  in 





• Network and talk to people  about  the  band,  take care of promo?on in radios, magazines 
and other channels 
8
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• Nego?ate ﬁnancial deals  with the label  for expenses  like touring, recording and collaborat‐
ing with other ar?sts
• Make  sure  tours  are  carried  out  smoothly,  plane ?ckets  and  hotels  are  booked,  sound 
checks are done properly
• Oversee other people working for the band, like accountants, agents, and merchandisers. 




A manager  is  a representa?ve of  the ar?st  in  the business  life and a  link  to everything  that  is 
around working for the success of the ar?st. Since every ar?st is  diﬀerent and makes diﬀerent mu‐
sic  the manager has  to oversee the  bigger picture  and market  the  product  in the  most eﬀec?ve 
way.67
Every ar?st have to be promoted in a  diﬀerent way. There  will  be as  many ways as  there are man‐
agers since  each one is  opera?ng diﬀerently. When it comes  down to business, rela?onships play a 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M A N A G E M E N T
As  Virpi  Immonen states  in the Yle  X  interview, she  is also a  CEO of Backstage Alliance  and also 
manages  two major interna?onal bands. “One is married to the  band, the music industry and the 




The corner stone  in  Finland’s  ar?st management and a  guy whose foot steps todays  managers  fol‐
low is Seppo Vesterinen, who in the early 80’s  became a  manager  of a  legendary  glamour  rock/
punk band Hanoi  Rocks69. Vesterinen lixed Finland and Hanoi  Rocks  to the interna?onal  popularity 
in 1980‘s  when Hanoi Rocks started to ﬂourish, which ended up being a  15 year rela?onship. S?ll 
today he  is  one of the most inﬂuen?al people in the rock scene  in Finland. “Un?l the end of 90’s  no 





there are a  handful  of managers, maybe  around 10‐20 people. “The network is  really  small  and 
basically all  the  managers  more or  less  know each other. Some?mes  we  gather  for dinner and go 
through the ho`est ar?sts and discus the newest things in the market.”72
Both Immonen and Saukkonen went on saying that it is  possible for ar?sts  to survive without man‐
agers but then it requires  a  lot  from the ar?st and a  record label. Everything needs  to be clearly 
organized and the record label needs  to hold the  package together.  At  some point  a manager  is 
needed in order to get the band to the next level. 
8






M A N A G E M E N T
Of course a  manager always  takes their own share but it will  bring much more freedom to the art‐
ist allowing him to concentrate on the  actual  music   while  the manager takes care of the  business 
side.
There is  only  a handful of interna?onally  successful  ar?sts in Finland and simply  the general a&‐
tude  is  that only a few managers are  needed. Since they are taking a  slice of the cake hiring a  man‐
ager  is  postponed ?ll  the last moment. Usually  some record label  oﬃcer handles  ar?st’s  business 
in Finland, just like  Immonen and Saukkonen have done. “Oxen ?mes  it’s  up for the ar?st and the 
situa?on they  are  in whether  a manager  is  useful.  It requires  a  lot of  commitment,  businesslike 
thinking and organizing skill”  Immonen explains.  She has oxen compared ar?st management  to 
marriage since ar?st‐manager rela?onship needs trust as well as lots and lots of ?me.
8
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M A N A G E M E N T
Chapter 3. Literature Review
Literature and its pros and cons
Music business  is  crooked and a  crazy  industry  in every way.  There is  a lot of books, ar?cles  and 
informa?on available. Although about  ar?st management there are few books  which will  give  a 





way  it processes  issues  like ar?st’s  career plan,  image and ge&ng a  contract with a  record label. 
Although  the   book  gives  quite  general  view  of  ar?st  management  though  a  very  clear  one. 
Moreover one edi?on of the book was wri`en in 1997 and the fourth edi?on in 2004 so in that 
sense  it must not be  taken too seriously  since a  lot  things  have changed. Nothing about internet 
and online marke?ng is men?oned. 
Another  book  explains  ar?st  management  in  more   detail,  Ar>st  Management  for  the  Music 
Business, by  Paul Allen.  The book gives  broader view of ar?st management than This Business of 
Ar>st Management. Ar>st Management for the Music Business explains  what is  having an ar?st as 
a  business  and how is  the  income  generated from performances  to recordings. A major part of the 
book tells  how to conduct business  for the  ar?st and how to form an ac?on plan for it. The  book 
will   discuss  about  the  importance  of  the  World Wide Web  as  well.  Both  books  also  include 
examples  of  proper  contracts  ranging  from  record  deals  to performance  contracts and wri?ng 
contracts. 
1 M A N A G E M E N T
Interviews
Axer ge&ng a clear picture  of ar?st management the next step is  to explore  the Finnish market in 
more detail.  There has not been released any books about ar?st management in Finland but by 
construc?ng a  survey  to diﬀerent par?es  of the music industry will  give a  similar result  and even 
the most recent one. As  men?oned earlier the  radio sta?on YLE X interviewed few ar?st managers 
in  2009  which  helps   to  form  a  thorough  picture   of  the  market.  Referring  to  Immonen  and 
Saukkonen the informa?on is vital and helpful secondary data which will be used in the analysis. 
Muusikkojenlii`o ‐website answers  well to some  ques?ons  about ar?st management  in Finland’s 
music  industry. 73   Giving  answers  from well  established musicians  that  are  part  of  “Musician 
Union” will  help to form a realis?c picture about the industry and ar?st management. The  website 
will  ﬁnd answers  at least to following ques?ons: What role does  the  manager have? What makes a 
good manager? How is managers pay constructed? Who to hire as a manager?
Although the most useful  person and the best source to interview in Finland is  a  record producer 
and a manager called Seppo Vesterinen.74 He  is a best known for managing the top three bands  in 
Finland, Hanoi Rocks, HIM and Rasmus, currently HIM and Rasmus. He  has been in the business for 
many years  and knows  the  ins  and outs of the  music industry. Although as  many record execu?ves 
and established people are  very diﬃcult  to reach it might be  too long process trying to track him 
down.  Though there was  an ar?cle  about him  in City magazine where he  analyzes markets  like 
Finland, Germany  and US.  That  is  useful  for  ge&ng  his thoughts and comparisons  about  major 
markets to Finland’s music industry. 75
Disserta&on
Maija  Juu?lainen and Oona  Nakai  made a  disserta?on about Arts  Management in 2008. It analyzes 
fashion, its  current situa?on in Finland and possibili?es  of arts management ﬁeld in  Finland. As  a 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Juu?lainen and Nakai  also discus ﬁelds  that might  include  management  professions  like sports. 
According to their research athlete  management and ar?st management are  closely  related even 
though the ﬁelds  are totally diﬀerent. There are not many managers in sports  since the  parents 
and rela?ves usually  take  care of the athlete’s personal  issues so  that  they  can  concentrate  on 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Tilastokeskus (Sta&s&cs Finland)
Tilastokeskus  produces  the  most  accurate  and  latest  sta?s?cs   and  is  a   major  interna?onally 
func?oning party in Finland. With the help of its sta?s?cs  it’s  possible to gather informa?on about 
Finland  in  general,  its  music  industry  and  elements   that  are  part  of  it.  The   age  distribu?on, 
inﬂa?on/ exchange/ growth rates, how does  technology aﬀect to diﬀerent markets in Finland, how 
many  people  listen  to music  and  how  big  part  of money  ﬂow  goes to  concerts  are  ques?ons 
involving sta?s?cs  and Tilastokeskus  is  vital  source when ﬁnding answer. This  will  collaborate to 
PEST analysis and demographics of Finland.79 
Key Sources
An  important  secondary  source is construc?ng a  realis?c  ﬁnancial  report  from  Fridays’  current 
numbers. When taking normal living expenses  into considera?on and reﬂec?ng those  numbers to 
Fridays’  income  it  is  possible   to  conclude  if  ar?st  management  is   feasible  for  Fridays  at  the 
moment. General informa?on received from Fridays about the market is also vital. Using literature 
found important it’s  possible  to create an overall  picture  about ar?st management and at the same 
?me applying primary data for the understanding of ar?st management in Finland. 
As  a major primary  data source is  interviewing record labels, booking agencies, ar?sts  and other 
managers  it will  give ﬁrst hand  informa?on about  Finnish music market.  Although when asking 





The books will  tell  only  a  general  point  of  view  to  the  ar?st management  not  pointed  to  any 
speciﬁc  market.  Although  it  will  show clear  elements  in management  ﬁeld  and  the process  of 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One major problem is  not  reaching the interviewed people  which would make reaching the end 
result inconsistent. The biggest concern is  them not answering on ?me and properly  to the  survey 
sent them by email. Making research from The Netherlands  having the target  people in Finland, 
some  in Sweden and US complicates the  process since emailing is  the best and fastest op?on and 
making phone‐calls is considerable but expensive. 
As  men?oned  above people are  not  always  honest  and might  give  out  a  wrong  picture of  the 
reality  and therefore makes  it diﬃcult  to construct truthful  conclusions. Another  issue that might 
cause  inconsistencies  is the ma`er  that not  all  the  informa?on and sta?s?cs are  not available  in 
the websites. This can cause some specula?on and uncertain conclusions. 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Deejay A Disc  Jockey  is  a  person who plays music  during  club nights using  real  records  or  CD‐
players and a mixer.
Partybreak Is a music style which reﬂects uptempo songs and good feeling.













Directoral Manager Handles  nego?a?ons, sponsor deals, record deals  and all  major decisions  that 
concern an ar?st.
Tour Manager Together with directoral  manager  they plan the tour and tour manager  then takes 
care  of  the  ar?st during  the tour. Makes sure sound check  is  properly  made, backstage has the 
needed refreshments and takes care that transporta?on is organized.
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A&R execu&ve Ar?st and Repertoire is  a  division of a  record  label  that  is  responsible  for  talent 
scou?ng. A&R person also acts as a liaison between the ar?st and the record label.
Hermanni Kovalainen An established deejay and music producer in Finland.













Here is  listed some words  that I  have used to search informa?on.  I  have mainly used Google as  a 
search engine but  the most  vital  informa?on will  come from Fridays and  through surveys I will 








inen,  HIM, Virpi  Immonen, Mikko Saukkonen,  Backstage  Alliance,  Bonnier  Amigo, PEST  analysis, 
SWOT analysis, Benchmarking, compe??on analysis, industry analysis, Michael  Porter, Internal  and 






























































































Artist point of view1. What kind of music do you make? How long have you done music? 2. Why did you choose that genre? What is the market like in that genre (Finland)?3. What are your goals in music business?4. How do you see Finnish music market? a. Diverse of music/ bands?b. DifLiculty to bring your own music to public ears?c. Have you been in contact with record labels?i. If yes how, what did you talk and what was the Lirst impression? How do they act towards artists?ii. If no what is your opinion about Record labels in Finland?5. What do you think is the role of an artist manager? What do they do?6. How do managers get paid?7. What kind of artist needs a manager? In what kind of situation has the artist be in or‐der to beneLit from a manager?8. Do you think you need a manager at some point?9. What do you think what kind of bands/artists in Finland have a manager? Can you name few?10. Do you think artist managers earn a living in Finland? If not in which country and what kind of artists’ manager makes a living in your opinion?
13
Appendix: Surveys (manager)
Manager point of view1. Which artists do you manage? How long have you been a manager? 2. How did you become a manager? How do you earn your salary?3. What daily tasks do you do? What does the weekly schedule include?4. Do you have another job or is management your only job? If no what else do you do?5. What is the music industry like in Finland/ Sweden?a. How would you describe the genre variety in Finland/ Sweden?b. What is the boom genre at the moment?c. Are artists willing to push themselves? Do they have some common characteris‐tics?d. Why such many successful artists come from Sweden?6. What kinds of artists need a manager?7. Financially how beneLicial is artist management?8. How do the record labels regard new artists?9. How big role does the manager play in artists’ development?10.Why is there such a big difference in Finnish and Swedish industries? Why there is so much more variety in Sweden?
14
Appendix: Surveys (Record rep.)





Andy Denz - Supervisor
Is artist management a feasible 
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Chapter 1. Background
As  an entrepreneur minded and passionate  about music  it was interes?ng to make  the research 
project about Fridays  management. Fridays  is  in the  point where  feasibility  is  important ma`er to 
be researched and is  it  reasonable to carry out  in the business. Making a  research project  for a 
fairly new entrant and ﬁguring out how feasible the business  idea  is  an challenging topic, especially 
when talking about music  industry. Since there are not many fully  func?oning management com‐
panies  managers  come from record labels  or agencies that handle ar?st’s  issues. The management 
circles  in Finland are  small  and they are openly helping others  and new entrants. Therefore among 
managers not so much compe??on is faced.
As  research shows management  is  about fully dedica?ng ones  life to bands, their  issues  and suc‐
cess.  The manager  needs  to be  reachable  at all ?mes and spend sleepless  nights  organizing per‐
formance  and  promo?on  tours.  Therefore  it  is  important  to research  the  market  and compare 
workload with the  outcomes  and conclude if the  business  idea is  worth of carrying out. Or is  there 
too big risk of just ge&ng a burnout in result of frustra?on?80
Fridays  would create a new pla^orm and hopefully give  a great opportunity for Finnish talents  go 
across  boarders, other than rock bands  as  well. Feasibility study  is  a thorough way  to compare the 
pros and cons of the business idea.
2
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Key literature
There are some books  wri`en about ar?st management some of them li`le older some newer but 
the basic idea  of management has  not changed. Here is  some literature that is  going to be used to 
ﬁnd out what is ar?st management and what elements are involved around it. 
This Business of Ar&st Management, Xavier M. Frascogna, Jr., H. Lee Hetherington





Ar?st  Management  for  the Music  Business  has been wri`en  few  years  ago  and will  give  quite 
thorough understanding about  today’s  ar?st‐ manager  rela?onship and a circle  that  is  around. It 
processes  broadly  how  the money  is  generated  from  songs,  royal?es,  wri?ng  songs  and  how 
managers  generate  their  own income. A broad part of the book also handles  the issue  what is it 
like to have an ar?st as a business.
Managing your band ‐ Ar&st Management: The ul&mate responsibility (2007), Stephen Marcone
Managing Your  Band ‐book extensively  covers  areas  like  publicity,  touring,  contracts,  branding  , 
marke?ng,  trademarks, merchandising and record companies.  As the Ar>st management  for the 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the target people  and carrying our  research in the target country  is  almost a must.  The report  it 
self can be constructed in The Netherlands. 
The major  data collec?on method is  interviewing people in the music business. Interviewees are 
the key  source  since  they are professional  in their ﬁeld and have the  best knowledge of the music 
business. There  will  be around ﬁve  people to be interviewed inside  the industry from diﬀerent per‐
spec?ves  which allows a  360  degree viewpoint  to the  research ques?on.  Analyzing  the  answers 
will collaborate to the ﬁrst and second ques?on above. 
By  construc?ng relevant ques?ons  and having conversa?ons  face to face will  be requisite to com‐
petent result and therefore lead to a  truthful conclusion. Although accurate numbers from Fridays, 
salaries  of the ar?sts and how income is  generated are as  vital. Informa?on collected from Fridays 
will form an understanding about its current situa?on. 
4
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The major research about Finnish Music Market made by Argillander and Mar?kainen will  collabo‐
rate on the trends and the  current trends  in the market. It provides  ﬁnancial  informa?on and key 
ﬁgures on top of explaining where the  music market  is  heading. The  research plays  a key  role an‐
swering the third ques?on above. Overall  the  informa?on collected will  conclude  what possibili?es 
Fridays has and what steps should it take to be eﬀec?ve in the business.
5
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During the research process and interviewing people trust issue  will  be  faced since all  the  people 
might not be honest. Someone might contribute their own interests, some  could be really helpful 
but gathering  the  informa?on from many  diﬀerent  sources  might  bring up the diﬃculty  to con‐
struct a  consistent report. Although there they are  part of a  someone’s ﬁnal  report which will  af‐
fect them and hopefully encourage being posi?ve and realis?c.
Literature
The books  found about  ar?st management will  only  give a general  perspec?ve to  the research 
ques?on excluding  Finland as a market  area.  Although general  knowledge  is  needed  the  useful 
speciﬁc market informa?on has  to be searched some other way. As the books  will  give a thorough 
understanding about  ar?st  ‐ manager  rela?onships and a  business  they  carry  out  together  they 
don’t show any ﬁnancials. Other words the books don’t  tell  any  numbers  how successful  or  bad 
business idea management can be.
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The scope of the research ques&on
The music market is  big, it aﬀects  to many other business  ﬁelds  and on the other hand many forces 
aﬀect the  music business  as  well. There needs  to be  clear dis?nc?on what elements  are taken in to 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Chapter 4. Schedule
Timetable
Here is  constructed a progress  ?metable which shows  how the research project will  be carried out. 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Chapter 5. References
Resources
The  research  is   closely  based  on  the   ﬁnancials  but  is   supported  by  the  informa?on  from 
professionals  in the  business. Financials  will  show detailed facts  about  Fridays’ current situa?on 
and how proﬁtable  the ar?st management is  at the moment. Support informa?on is  gathered from 
record  execu?ves,  agencies,  other  managers  and  ar?sts   themselves   and  will   give  the 
understanding  how  the  ar?st  management  is  carried  out  in  Finland.  Other  words   primary 
informa?on  is  gathered  through  surveys.  That  is  basically  giving  the detailed picture  of  ar?st 




The  useful   companies   that  could  contribute  to  the   research  are   Universal   Music,  RMH 
management,  Prime  Time,  Bonnier  Amigo,  Backstage  Alliance and  Finegold Produc?ons.  Some 
other people  involved are  Mar& Vuorinen, Milos Rosas, Hermanni  Kovalainen, Mikael  Gabriel and 
Ari Myllyniemi (Appendix: Vital sources). 
Sources
In todays  world a  major source is  the World Wide  Web. A lot of informa?on can be collected from 
there and since  music business is using Internet as  a  major promo?on channel  all  the companies 
and  ar?sts are having  websites  as  well.  A  great  advantage of  the sources are  that  not  all  the 
contacts are unknown and personal network is been used to collect the needed data. 
One will  ﬁnd  a  list  of  the  main  sources  from  the  appendix.  There  is  a   list  of  key  people  and 
companies  involved in the Finnish music  industry  out of which some people will  be  interviewed 
(see appendix, Vital links).
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Appendix: Vital sources
Here is  a  list of some useful people and companies  that have the  most knowledge and knowhow 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